
Simeon Stafford  - “The Dream” - Ref 2263

The Dream - a light hearted observation of a Cornish harbour on a summers day, painted by Manchester born artist 
Simeon Stafford.

Simeon Stafford was born in Dukinfield (near Manchester) in 1956. He moved to Cornwall in 1996. At the of age of 14 he met L.S 
Lowry who encouraged him to paint. Lowry later became a family friend and remains a constant source of inspiration to him. Simeon’s 
work is light hearted, there are no dark overcast days, political content or deep soul searching angst. He comments ‘we have enough 
of that in the world of news today.’ Simeon’s world of pictorial imagery is a world of humour and fun, an essence of spontaneity that 
is joyfully translated to the viewer. Simeon Stafford is an observer of life, his paintings are crammed full of incidents and accidents, 
bustling scenes of human interaction, a happy dialogue of work and play. Subjects include docks and their workers, holiday seaside 
scenes and streets crammed with children playing. There is a nostalgic echo to these paintings, an essence that captures the 
excitement and expectation, of a day seen through a child’s eyes. These paintings nurture the child within us all. Simeon has held 
exhibitions throughout the country and has had paintings exhibited at the Royal Academy Summer Show. His work can also be found 
in numerous private collections including Her Majesty The Queen and Tony Blair.

Provenance: Private collection Cornwall.
Artist & Painting: Simeon Stafford, British, (b1956) – “The Dream” – signed lower left. Oil on canvas, in 

contemporary modern British style frame, circa 2005.
Dimensions of Image: 40” wide, 30” high; 102cm wide, 76cm high.

Restorations: No known restorations.
To proceed further: Please call on the numbers below or send an e-mail to 

info@millingtonadams.com. Please mention the stock reference number above. Payment can 
be made by bank transfer, cheque, MasterCard or VISA.  
We will also deliver to UK address in the price quoted above. Our full current selection of 
stock is available on our website millingtonadams.com.

Price: £6,500


